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A Meme Coin is a cryptocurrency based on meme culture or encompass some

other humorous or lighthearted property. Its volatility is relatively high compared

to major, or more established, cryptocurrencies such as Bitcoin (BTC) and

Ethereum (ETH). This is because Meme coins are heavily community-driven by

nature so they are often referred to as "community tokens" as well.

Price fluctuations are often influenced by holder sentiment and social media. This

can bring a lot of market volatility to meme coins but also can present

unique opportunities for holders that aren't available in other financial markets.

1.1 Meme coins originate from Internet memes

Shiba Inu (SHIB) is a meme cryptocurrency that, like INU, runs on the Ethereum

blockchain. It was created in August 2020 by an anonymous developer named

Ryoshi. His identity is as mysterious as Satoshi Nakamoto, the creator of Bitcoin.

As the name suggests, SHIB is inspired by the Shiba Inu; a Japanese dog breed.

1.2 Meme Sensation: Shiba Inu (SHIB)

The Origin and Future of Meme Coins



The total supply of SHIB is 1000 trillion. When it first launched, Ryoshi sent 50%

(500 trillion SHIB) of the supply to Uniswap for trading.

The other 500 trillion SHIB was sent to Ethereum co-founder Vitalik Buterin, who

ultimately decided to burn 90% of his portion and donate the rest to the India

COVID-19 Relief Fund.

During the global COVID19 pandemic in 2020, the cryptocurrency market initially

crashed but later exploded as retail investors flocked to digital assets such as

Bitcoin (BTC) and Ether (ETH) as a hedge against inflation.

Some attribute the popularity of SHIB to the influence of social media

personalities, especially that of Tesla CEO Elon Musk. At the height of its ascension

in November 2021, SHIB's price rose by more than 60,000,000%. It was an

incredible feat that is yet to duplicated by any decentralized community project in

such a short period of time.

This is where INU steps in...



INU — Most Likely to Overtake SHIB

We are INU. We are thoroughly decentralized. We are decentralization

maximalists. We believe community tokens are the future. We believe that all

crypto projects are nothing without community. Some of us were early followers

of Shiba Inu creator, Ryoshi, and early whales in SHIB.

Some of us still hold SHIB, while others have grown unhappy with the direction

SHIB is taking. But what we all have in common now is that we are INU holders

looking to restore and maintain Ryoshi's vision of a decentralized ecosystem and

build upon it... the INU way.

The founder of INU presented as a proponent of Ryoshi's vision centered around

a decentralized community building and creating its own economy. After INU

deployed, the management rights of INU were completely renounced and INU

was handed over to the community.

2.1 The INU Community



As witnesses to SHIB's success, not only do we have a firm grasp on the reasons for

SHIB's success, we also look to learn from and capitalize on any missteps. We firmly

believe that community tokens will never go away. The future of crypto will consist of

those communities that have successfully created an economy that stimulates and

facilitates transactions alongside the eventual tokenized communities of well-known

companies and brands that are, as of this writing, awaiting regulatory clarity.

Note that these companies and brands will soon tokenize their already established

communities (empowering themselves, not the community) in a rapid and centralized

way, as even they realize the enormous power of the community.

We also believe projects like ours that truly seek to build spontaneous, decentralized

communities the right way will become scarce. That means keeping the power (that

companies and brands so desperately crave for themsleves) in the hands autonomous

communities (DAOs).

In the wake of SHIB's success, we have all experienced the rise of "CENTRALIZED" DEFI

community projects; development teams with CEOs, COOs and LLCs, all with the

intention of making money for themselves instead of creating an economy for the

community. The main reason centralization is invading many so-called decentralized

movements is simple. The developers and administrators of these projects want to control

and spend your money, which also exposes that project to regulatory risks.

Unlike other projects, we do not own any project funds and we will not try to intervene in

the financial affairs of any community member. Any member may become a leader by

contributing time, skills, or ideas because INU leaders serve the community and our cause

is purely decentralized finance and economy building.



• True decentralization

Many projects are increasingly centralized in nature, which goes against the

original tenets of cryptocurrency. At INU, we have international, decentralized

teams that include some early members of the SHIB community. Highly valued

members of the INU community have different responsibilities, all of which work

towards the goal of maintaining a functional decentralized economy for anyone

who wants to participate.

• INU is the only token

INU is the focal point of our ecosystem. We do not anticipate other tokens in the

future of the INU ecosystem. We feel too many additional tokens will only

divert attention, consume more precious resources, and spread our token holders

too thin. We look to offer an ecosystem of technologies and products, not an

ecosystem of varying tokens.

• Long-term constructive planning/outlook

Many tokens lack the foresight to build towards sustainability, An economy must

be created to sustain any project in the long term. If a project fails to do this, it will

not stand the test of time.

2.2 The Differences Between INU and Other Projects:



• Founder relinquishedownership

This used to be the standard for any community token that wanted to be trusted. While

SHIB's founder renounced ownership, it's meteoric rise inadvertently created a new era of

token projects. Developers started to seek more control over their projects so they

stopped relinquish permissions. This effectively centralizes a project. INU is 100% owned

by the community and will continue to work toward further decentralization and

autonomy.

• Global team with self-motivated development

INU holders are from all over the world. The work of INU is completed around the clock

with various aspects of the project and events being worked on simultaneously. Our wide

and vastly different life experiences contribute to making our community diverse in

nationality and thought. Anyone can step up to the plate and volunteer in capacities that

are needed. This is true community building with leadership that emanates from inside

the comfort and efforts of our INU CREW family.

• Diversified empowerment of global teams

The global team of the INU community is the key to the success of INU. The community

itself is composed of multiple established and emerging teams. One of the biggest

advantages of INU is that each team can develop its own applications to empower the

entire INU community as a whole.



Quantity: 1000 Trillion INU upon creation

Distribution: 50% of supply sent to dead wallet / circulating supply ~500 trillion

Tokenomics: Zero tax for buying and selling / permanent destruction of LP into a

black hole / no community funds

INU will create a truly decentralized economy and project where everyone has an

equal opportunity to participate.

INU's zero tax tokenomics lend itself toward remaining a digital asset. We don’t

have transaction taxes on buys or sells established to pool your money for project

funds as this effectively constitutes an "investment contract" which can put a

project under regulatory risk. This is something that many of today's projects have

not had the foresight to work around. We will bootstrap our project with funding

as a result of our technologies in the future.

ONE INU = ONE INU, always.

2.3 INU's Unique Token Economics



As the core medium of value in the INU ecosystem, INU token has a high

circulation, which will be utilized in the following aspects:

• INU looks to become a popular payment token globally and increase its global

holder count.

• On the basis of the self-driven development platform of the INU community

globalization team, many applications will be derived that can impact the

following sectors and more; Chain games, social networking, decentralized

marketplaces for real and digital goods/skills/services, entertainment, education,

tourism, commerce, etc. INU Token will be at the center of these applications as

a transactional currency.

The use of INU will enable consumer consumption of virtual and real world goods,

skills, and services. At the same time, it also has the ability to be used as a basic

means of cross-border payment for the added benefit of convenience in global

transactions.

With the continuous development and advancement of the INU globalization

team and crypto in general, we hope INU holders will be able to one day enjoy

the broader benefits brought by holding INU in the event that integration of

crypto as an acceptable payment method for traditional retailers such as Amazon,

Ebay, or Walmart continues to advance in the future.

2.4 INU is Committed to Becoming a Global Currency



INU SWAP

The INU community is developing INU SWAP as a decentralized cryptocurrency

exchange (DEX) running on Ethereum.

At present, the two most mainstream centralized exchanges are Coinbase and

Binance. These exchanges are managed by companies, with user assets under

their custody and control, using traditional order book systems to match trades.

Order book-based trading is when buy and sell orders are presented in a list

along with the total amount of each order. The number of pending orders for buy

and sell orders for an asset is called "market depth". To successfully trade with this

system, a buy order must match the price quantity of a sell order on the order

book and vice versa.

For example, if you want to sell a Bitcoin (BTC) at $21,500 on a centralized

exchange, you need to wait for a buyer to appear on the order book who wants

to buy the same amount or more of Bitcoin at that price.

This type of system is primarily concerned with liquidity, which refers to the depth

and volume of orders on the order book at any one time. Low liquidity means

traders may not be able to fulfill their buy or sell orders.

3.1 INU SWAP DECONSTRUCTED



INU SWAP is a completely different type of exchange. It will be fully decentralized,

which means it is not owned and operated by a singular entity. The trading model

that INU SWAP will use is called an Automated Liquidity Protocol.

Since INU SWAP is built on Ethereum, this makes it compatible with all ERC-20

tokens and infrastructures such as wallet services like MetaMask and

MyEtherWallet.

3.2 INU SWAP Fully Decentralized Exchange



Ordinary centralized exchanges are profit-oriented and charge very high fees to list new

coins, so this alone makes a clear difference.

INU SWAP is a decentralized exchange (DEX). This means users always maintain control

over their funds with their private keys instead of being required to give up both control

and custody like with a centralized exchange (CEX). Orders on CEX are always recorded

on an internal database rather than executed on the blockchain (which is more time

consuming and expensive). By retaining control of the private keys, the risk of losing

assets in the event of an exchange being hacked or found insolvent is eliminated. Since

CEX transactions are not executed on the blockchain, an individual technically does not

own the cryptocurrency held on the CEX until it is transferred into a self-custody wallet.

INU SWAP solves the liquidity problem of centralized exchanges through an automated

liquidity protocol that works by incentivizing traders to become "liquidity providers" (LPs).

INU SWAP aggregates users’ funds into a pool that is used to execute all transactions on

the platform.

Each listed token has its own capital pool and users can provide funds to the capital

pool, thus becoming an LP. The price of each token is calculated through mathematical

formulas.

With this system, there is no need for a 3rd party to trade. As long as there is sufficient

liquidity in the corresponding token pool, users can instantly execute any trade at a

known price. Each LP will receive LP tokens representing the proportion of funds they

contributed.



INU NFT / NFT MARKETPLACE

INU NFT is an art collection that allows users to collect different cute dogs from all over

the world. The artistic presentation form of the NFTs will be diversified, and will

be represented with correspondence in the INU Metaverse that will contribute to our NFT

market economy.

With the developments seen in science and technology as of late, the importance placed

on the social/metaphysical world has become an increasingly important focal point.

People have begun to appreciate the desire to create customizable virtual spaces of

comfort for themselves as it is becoming apparent that traditional industries are ill-

equipped to provide safe spaces for the social/metaphysical realm. These needs will be

met in the INU Metaverse (including chain games, namely GameFi). As the real world

continues to trend towards metaphysical experiences and socioeconomic activities, value

will continue to be generated there that INU can extract.

If the INU Metaverse is the body, INU NFT represents an essential part of the body

working together with other parts for the greater good.

4.1 INU NFT



INU believes that NFT market aggregators may be the most effective NFT liquidity

solution available. An aggregated platform consolidates NFT listings from most

NFT trading markets and provides NFT investors with an unprecedented

perspective. Additionally, high gas costs can be saved by allowing users to buy in

bulk.

• Taking advantage of price discovery tools:

This type of tool can address the difficult and highly speculative problems of NFT

pricing to aid users in their investment decisions. Furthermore, price discovery lays

a crucial foundation for the development of the financialization of NFTs. Unlike

fungible tokens, where market prices are easily synchronized, NFT pricing is much

more complicated because bid, ask, and realized prices can be quite inconsistent

due to their "peer to peer" (P2P) transactional nature.

• Decentralized NFT Trading Protocol:

INU will create an open source marketplace protocol designed to safely and

efficiently trade NFTs. This would be a step ahead of its centralized counterparts

with our protocol lowering gas fees, transparently exposing on-chain transactions,

and allowing other developers to fork.

This move lowers the barriers for developers to build their own NFT marketplaces

in the INU metaverse and moves transaction data on-chain. It can remove the

difficulties associated of many existing NFT tool platforms as they can build their

own marketplaces on top of the INU Protocol, extracting value from their existing

base of users who usually come looking for alphas and then switch to other

marketplaces/aggregator to execute.

4.2 INU’s Road Map for NFTs



• NFT rental market

NFT leasing can be applied to various ecosystems of the INU Metaverse.

Considering the scale of Web3.0, the most promising use case for NFT leasing is in

gaming. Virtual lands are likely to spark a craze because as games attract more

users and brands, many enthusiasts invest in large amounts of land so they can

rely on them to generate passive rental income from them.

Additionally, in-game assets, such as skins, gear, characters, and other props, are

digital assets that are necessary for players to play the game or can give players

an advantage. If players cannot afford or do not want to buy an NFT in the game

for various reasons, they can choose to rent which will further improve NFT

liquidity.



INU DECENTRALIZED MARKETPLACE/ PROJECT-
X

INU DECENTRALIZED MARKETPLACE: This tech will allow users to create a
decentralized storefront that can be used pseudo anonymously by simply using
an ETH address. The tech will also use NFTs for receipts, order tracking, and
inventory serial numbers. The NFT receipt will also contain the encrypted shipping
address and item inventory as well as the number of items ordered.

PROJECT-X: The completion of the INU DECENTRALIZED MARKETPLACE will allow
us to continue on to PROJECT-X where we can see INU become a global private
label (generic brand alternative to many existing products). The details of this
particular project are top secret as we are the first token to usher these ideas into
the crypto space. Being a crypto project with no CEO or money-hungry boards of
directors, we can offer quality products to the general masses that severely
undercut the prices of traditional business models, making us a formidable player
in any sectors approved by our community.

The possibilities of this are endless and would broaden our outreach as a
community. Imagine a community token project being the answer to fighting
inflation in the real world for every day citizens by offering them
severely discounted products.

5.1 Innovating Consumerism



5.2 Significance of physical goods on the chain

Through blockchain technology, the NFT digitization of physical commodities can

also be realized. Consumers can be connected to physical commodities through

corresponding NFTs. The ownership of these physical goods can be transferred by

trading the NFT thereby achieving anti-counterfeiting traceability.

Digitized physical commodities can also be integrated with other digitized

commodities to generate new NFTs. This newly generated NFT can also be

exchanged for physical goods in real life. INU will be revolutionary in this aspect.

5.2 Significance of Physical Goods on Chain



INU METAVERSE CONSTRUCTION

The Metaverse is a virtual space that can mirror the real world or

function independently of the real world. However, the most exciting thing about

the Metaverse is not only its construction on the technical level, but also the huge

potential to change the existing way we socialize with one another. Through these

"parallel universes" existing in the digital form, an individual can create and live a

second, third, or Nth life as well as assume new identities, own assets, and create

everlasting social relationships.

The Metaverse provides opportunities for a new generation of digital

entertainment, socialization, online work, economies, and other e-commerce

related infrastructures.

6.1 Definition of the Metaverse



The INU Metaverse World is an open virtual world. Applications such as games,

stores, digital real estate, NFTs, and advertising promotion can be accessed in the

INU Metaverse. Any INU-based project can access the INU Metaverse as long as it

passes the vote of the INU community in the form of a DAO (Decentralized

Autonomous Organization) vote. In the INU metaverse, you can simulate life as

well as connect to the real world.

INU token is fixed at a 500 trillion supply. INU holdings can used as passports and

economic currency of the INU metaverse world. There is no additional issuance

or transaction taxes and the amount of INU held by each person can be traded

through SWAP or obtained through business activities in the INU metaverse such

as battle games, digital stores, or digital real estate transactions.

The INU Metaverse is being planned to be presented in urban and forest styles;

the urban style will focus on making it in line with the real world. The focus of the

forest style will allow for the incorporation of interesting themes of unknown and

fantastical adventure.

6.2 INU Metaverse World



In general, the INU Metaverse can be understood as a massive, all

encompassing, multiplayer online game + open-ended tasks + editable world +

XR portal + AI content generation + economic system + social system + avatar

system + decentralized authentication system + realistic elements +......

The INU Metaverse will also allow users to customize their digital spaces (Meta-

Space). Real-world business owners, designers, digital store owners and other

regular users can customize according to their own liking. The ability to create a

personalized digital space will allow users to better display their own styles or

sensibilities.

Advertisers can advertise directly through digital spaces. Any user in the INU

Metaverse with their own digital space can earn revenue by receiving ad requests

from interested parties.

The INU Metaverse will remain open allowing for rapid innovation and evolution.

INU will not build a closed system like traditional Internet companies nor attempt

to lock users in a closed system. Inu will not monitor what users are doing, try to

draw commissions, or collect to sell personal information.

What INU wants to give users is not just simply a "creative playground", but a

permissionless virtual society in which anyone can participate, implement, and

revise.



DEVELOPMENT OF INU GAMEFI

GameFi is a new trend of presenting financial products in the form of games,

which is expected to gamify the rules of DeFi. GameFi allows games to derive

value from pure entertainment. Any player or user can create value in the game,

manage, and use game properties. This sector of the Metaverse is one of the

latest developing trends expanding the "virtual world of value."

In the gaming world of INU, a Play-to-Earn system will be at the core. In-game

upgrades and role-playing will be used to enhance the pleasure of the gaming

experience. The ability to buy and sell equipment, props, characters and other NFT

related items will be made possible by the INU NFT marketplace.

Play-to-Earn can also provide Dapp developers with an easy-to-use and

complete blockchain game toolset with the support of the underlying system of

INU games. This would include a visual development kit and an on-chain

ecological environment. Focusing on the implementation of blockchain

technology, one can directly and graphically complete the development of

blockchain games with low thresholds, speed, and efficiency.

7.1 Construction of the INU Game System



The traditional gaming market is now facing unforeseen challenges that have

been highlighted by the introduction of GameFi. Although the scale of the

global gaming market continues to expand, many who see the potential

GameFi holds, now see the problems that traditional gaming cannot overcome

in its current form. This leaves the door open for decentralized projects like INU

to capitalize where traditional gaming falls short.

A) Old-fashioned gameplay: In traditional gaming, scripts are generally pre-

established. Players can only play the game according to the designed program

without the ability to create or access the economy created by the gaming

system.

B) High threshold for monetization: Players often accumulate a lot of high-end

equipment that can be costly. If they want to monetize these items, they may

have to trade through offline means. This kind of transaction is inefficient and

extremely risky (for both buyers and sellers). There are some trading platforms

where security can be ensured but the handling fee is usually very high, which

negatively affects the experience for both parties.

C) Game assets cannot be retained: According to the user agreements of many

game companies, players only have the right to use accounts and game assets,

but have no ownership. This creates many controversial issues regarding true

ownership. Once the game is discontinued or the company goes bankrupt, the

player's digital assets will be permanently lost.

D) User privacy leakage: The current game asset trading platforms are all

centralized structures. Users' private data is stored on company servers. If the

server becomes compromised, user's information can be leaked and sold in

large batches.

The INU game system will focus on solving the aforementioned issues of the

traditional gaming market, thereby bringing a better gaming experience to all

users as they discover and utilize their own inherent value in the gaming world.



The INU community will look to partner and establish relationships with various

dog rescue organizations in order to bolster their efforts to:

a) Provide medical assistance to injured dogs who have no owners or who

cannot afford treatment.

b) Provide living bases for stray dogs, so they may have a safe, well-fed, and

stable environment.

c) Help more stray dogs find new owners and return to a happy family life.

7.2 INU Dog Charity Rescue Center



INU DAO GOVERNANCE

INU will empower its community token holders to govern the ecology through a

decentralized organization (DAO). INU will allow members of the DAO to freely initiate

proposals, vote, and express opinions through a forum. INU DAO focuses on the DAO

investment management protocol, and providesmanagement services.

This autonomous community has the right to build, launch, manage and make decisions,

enabling the INU community to jointly guide the future of the protocol. The community

decision making aspect of INU will be assisted by the creation of a group of highly

committed individuals known as community guardians.

Still, there will be no central node and hierarchical management structure in the INU

community. The business transactions between global teams would no longer be

determined by administrative affiliation, but instead follow the principles of equality,

voluntariness, reciprocity, and mutual benefit driven by endowments, complementary

advantages and win-win interests.

Each team will cooperate effectively under the action of a reasonable

incentivizing mechanism according to its own resource advantages and talents, resulting

in a strong synergistic effect. The responsibilities, rights, and reward/punishment

mechanisms of participants in all self-developed projects in the INU community will be

open and transparent.

In addition, through a series of efficient self-governing principles, the rights and interests

of relevant participants are precisely differentiated and dimensionally reduced, that is, the

corresponding rights and benefits are matched to those individuals who work, contribute,

and take responsibility, so as to promote the development of the INU community's

autonomous projects. The division of labor and the equality of rights, responsibilities and

interests make the operation of the organizationmore coordinated andorderly.



To deeply understand the INU DAO governance model, you need to understand

the technology behind it. Most DAOs rely on blockchain technology and smart

contracts, which are collections of code that run on the blockchain.

In traditional organizations, there is usually a hierarchy and a formal board of

directors, executives or top management who decide the structure and have the

authority to make changes. Whereas DAOs are decentralized, meaning they are

not governed by individuals or entities. The rules and governance of each DAO

are encoded in smart contracts on the blockchain and cannot be changed unless

voted on by DAO members. Members of the DAO can collectively vote on

decisions, rather than a minority having a majority say.

For the INU DAO, the blockchain will act as the backbone, maintaining the

structure and rules on each chain having, at least, these three basic elements:

a) Possesses organizational goals and organizational culture that can be agreed

upon by community members.

b) Has a rule system including governance, incentives, etc. that can reach

consensus amongst community members.

c) Incentivizes holding INU TOKEN by creating a beneficial element for

either participants and/or holders.



INU LAYER 2 (L2) DEVELOPMENT

Ethereum currently handles huge transaction volumes every day. it needs to process

billions of dollars in transactions every day through decentralized finance (DeFi) and non-

fungible tokens (NFT) on the chain. However, the block space of Ethereum is limited, and

as the transaction volume continues to increase, it often causes congestion on the

Ethereum network making transactions more expensive and slower.

INU will independently develop INU-L2 (Layer2), and subsequent INU metaverse and NFT

transaction activities will be transferred from Ethereum to INU-L2, bringing users a high-

quality experience with lower transaction fees, faster speed, and a more stable network.

The development process of INU-L2 will focus on the support and contributions of

development technicians in the fields of StarNet, zkRollups, IPFS, light client technology,

etc. within the global team of the community.

9.1 The Significance of Layer2 Development



There is a smart contract on the INU chain that maintains the state root: the

Merkle root of the Rollup state (meaning, the account balance within the

"balance", the contract code, etc.). Anyone can publish batches, collections of

transactions, and the previous state root and new state root (the Merkle root after

processing the transaction) in a highly compressed form.

The contract checks if the previous state root in the batch matches its current

state root. if so, it switches the state root to the new state root.

To support deposits and withdrawals, we would add the ability to make

transactions that have an input or output "outside" the Rollup state. If the batch

has inputs from outside, the transaction that committed the batch also needs to

transfer those assets into the Rollup contract. If a batch has external outputs, the

smart contract initiates these withdrawals when the batch is processed.

In INU Rollup, first we need to set up a trusted node, which is responsible for

collecting all transaction information, verifying and packaging. The packaged

information set will be sent to the blockchain network with the node's signature.

9.2 INU-L2 Rollup Scheme Explanation



When a trusted node is successfully set up, the node will become a Rollup node. This

node needs to download the entire block data and update the block status in real time

just like the full node. After that, the Rollup node needs to verify the transaction

according to the existing state and block data, then save the following data sets

(transaction content, pre-transaction state, post-transaction state).

When the Rollup node completes the verification and execution of all transactions and

generates a data set, the node needs to sign the data set, that is, the Sig Rollup node

(transaction content, pre-transaction state, post-transaction state). Finally, the signature

and data set are integrated into a transaction called Assertion, which is sent to the

blockchain network for verification by other nodes.

In order to avoid malicious behavior of these nodes and increase the cost of malicious

actions, there is also a corresponding mechanism in INU Rollup. On the one hand, the

Rollup node needs to pledge a certain amount of INU Token to the network. This part of

the token has a certain unlock time, and will be punished as a fine when the Rollup node

commits malicious behavior.

INU Rollup can aggregate multiple transaction information into a single piece of

information by a trusted third party, because the state change in the transaction is

verified by off-chain nodes rather than on-chain nodes. Therefore, the verification

difficulty of nodes on the blockchain is reduced (only the signature submitted by the

Rollup node needs to be verified and the status information submitted by the node needs

to be updated).

Although the data set does not seem to be smaller than the superposition of a single

transaction, because the data set will not be verified by the nodes on the chain, it does

not need to pay high fees for it. Relying on this Layer 2 processing scheme, INU will

achieve the technical goal of increasing the effective throughput of the blockchain.
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DISCLAIMER

The projects involved in this white paper are all planned and promoted by the INU

community voluntarily, and this white paper does not constitute an offer to buy or

sell cryptocurrencies.

Furthermore, this white paper does not guide the purchase, sale or holding of any

cryptocurrency tokens, coins or other products.

Buying and selling cryptocurrency tokens is inherently risky, and the holder must

bear the risk of loss.

Neither the author of this white paper nor any participant in the INU project shall

be liable for any losses or taxes that may be incurred by the holders, purchasers or

sellers of INU tokens. The value of INU Tokens may decrease or become highly

volatile.

This white paper is not directed at anyone located in jurisdictions that prohibit or

regulate the purchase, sale or holding of INU tokens. Please consult your local

laws before engaging in any cryptocurrency transactions.

The items contained in this document are subject to change.


